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“For EA SPORTS FIFA, it’s a huge honour to integrate 22 real football players into FIFA. For us, it’s a dream come true. At last, we can offer the ultimate in detail, authenticity and realism in football,” said Patrick Söderlund, Executive Vice President of Marketing, EA
SPORTS. FIFA 22 also introduces new “in-game features” that were inspired by the scientific advances made in medical research. These include a new “Exosuit” system. The Exosuit helps players recover from high-intensity sprints, and enables players to perform more

efficient quick turn-ins. “FIFA and EA SPORTS have always been pioneers in the progression of video games. With FIFA 22 we’re taking the next step in developing the game for the people. We wanted to create FIFA that players can be more in control of,” said Jamie
Morris, FIFA Global Brand Director. For the first time in an EA SPORTS FIFA game, users will be able to read the action behind the play and interact with the game world directly. FIFA 22 will include many of the new player controls introduced in last year’s “Most Improved

Player” Edition. For the last five years FIFA has challenged players to control the ball using both hands, but with FIFA 22, when passing the ball a player must control it with both hands and place it accurately through a screen. Players can also now make timed centre-
backs and defenders slide tackles. FIFA 22 introduces a new “virtual assistant” that will support players through the game. FIFA’s new "crowd intelligence engine” will support users in creating a personalised game experience. Crowd intelligence is also the first EA SPORTS

FIFA game to incorporate the artificial intelligence “A.I. Path Finder” that simulates a player’s possible options when being played through by a defender and taking a pass. FIFA 22 introduces a new "courage-based gameplay engine" and a new “Journey” system that
allows users to actively progress through the game. In Journey, players need to keep a physical and mental momentum in the game and make the best use of the tools at their disposal. “Journey is like a virtual coach that will help players to become more aware of the

game they are playing. As

Features Key:

10 New Ways to Play: In FIFA 22, you can choose to control the ball with your every move. Take on opponents using more tools, including new Run abilities. In addition, the new Player and Skills system puts the players in your hands.
Start Your Climb: The most compelling mode in FIFA, from FIFA 17, returns as a new dynamic Difficulty Selection System. Every game now begins on a different difficulty, each with its own feel and play style. Your Challenge rating and Career Mode win odds now
accurately reflect the new Difficulty Selection System, with lower-rated players at a greater disadvantage.
Play the Entire Game, or Pick Your Team: Every player and goalkeeper you can ever dream of is at your beck and call. If you're inspired by Brazilian flair or intrigued by Scandinavia, then experience all that football has to offer in FIFA22. In addition, you can now
play a complete game as either the manager or player, taking on any opponent.
Completely Fresh Chemistry: With gameplay inspired by FIFA 17, we made new moves to retain the signature fluidity and finesse of the series. We looked to smaller details to improve each players’ individuality in addition to making each team feel distinct as they
mash, press, trap, dribble, drive, kick and shoot.
Paying Tribute: For the first time in FIFA history, players and clubs are named after real life achievements and rewards, such as the Phillipe Coutinho Award or the Professional Footballers’ Association Player of the Year Award.
Legends All-Stars: For the first time in a FIFA game, play as some of the world's greatest footballers. Go toe-to-toe with Brazilian champions Pele and Garrincha. Challenge the five-time world champions Ronaldo, Zinedine Zidane, George Best and Diego Maradona
and earn the opportunity to play as Pele in Your Player Career.
Pass, Shoot, Defend: Take on the game as you never have before.The new Control Stick system allows you to use two buttons at once to attack, defend or fling the ball. Plus, spot a player running down the wing by swiping the ball forward with both sticks, or
defending by charging into an attacker or sprinting out of the back in just a few simple taps of your sticks.
Send a Teammate on a Mission: The new Squad Pos 
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Making the most realistic sports video game experience possible is the soul of FIFA. With FIFA, we want our community to experience all of the thrills, drama, grace and beauty of the real game. What’s New in FIFA 22? Powered by Football™, a brand new engine,
new player models, new animations and a host of fresh gameplay improvements and innovations, FIFA 22 brings the game even closer to the real thing. Some of the key new features include: Players: New player models and animations bring new life to the
players on the pitch. AI: AI react intelligently and offside decision making improves as players gain experience. Passing: Gameplay improvements in passes and free kicks have improved the fluidity and responsiveness of the game. Players can now control their
back-passes more intuitively. Defending: The defensive system on the pitch has been improved and defender anticipation has been increased. Ball Xtra: Referees are more aware of the game and can now call better offside decisions and authorise clearer fouls.
Ball Control: Improved ball control results in more accurate passes and free kicks and fewer shots. Dribbling: Dribbling now feels more natural and the ‘anticipate throw’ mechanic has been improved. Crowd: Voice of the crowd is now more consistent and louder
and crowd behaviours are more responsive. Visuals: Further improvements to the physics-based crowd and unique environments means stadiums more closely resemble their real-life counterparts. FIFA Ultimate Team has also seen some great new features
added. Keep playing, get bragging rights, and earn coins while upgrading players and items in Ultimate Team. Once you’ve mastered passing, dribbling and shooting, put your skills to the test in FIFA Ultimate Team by battling against the clock and other players in
new Time Attack matches. We’ve improved on some of the fan-favourite modes like League Play, Matchday and The Journey. Create your own tournaments to give you the edge over your friends, including a revamped MyClub mode and Ladder Play. New features
for the game mode of your choice: Online/Offline Gameplay New Online Pass Features FIFA Ultimate Team • All-new online XP system allows you to level up faster than ever before. • Earn bc9d6d6daa
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FIFA Ultimate Team is where you take over your favourite players and build the team of your dreams. Create your very own starting XI of the best footballers in the world. FIFA Street – Play in over 30 all-new locations spread across the globe and across authentic themes,
from the bustling streets of European capitals to the sprawling facades of South American metropolises to the coastal landscapes of the US. EA SPORTS Football Club – FIFA Soccer gameplay features that provide a deeper connection to the game, enhanced on-field
playmaking and AI that challenges the player to be even better in every moment. BEYOND THE POINT LEADERSHIP AND COACHING Guiding your players to success is what EA SPORTS Football Club is all about, and that starts with a dedicated narrative that lets you take a
full 360-degree view of how your players are performing at home and on the road. Each day, analyse your club’s progress in comparison to your targets and formulating which players to keep and which ones to drop, and make the decisions that will make your players
better and lead to success on the pitch. Delivering matchday entertainment and incentive to your players is crucial. As a club manager, create your own playlist of on-pitch motivators to get the team fired up, and unleash the full potential of your star players with brand
new skills. Coaching your players to evolve from individual talents into world-class players can transform your club. Become a coach yourself, or teach your captain where he is struggling on the pitch to make him a better player on and off the pitch. Before each match,
prepare your tactics, identify key game moments and make the decisions that define your style of play as a club. Adjust your pre-match strategy as you move towards unlocking your next difficulty level. UP YOUR TEAM’S ABILITY TO SURVIVE ON AND OFF THE PITCH
Winning on the pitch will provide your players with the ultimate motivation and help raise their morale to a level they cannot achieve on their own. However, winning is not enough; when the opposition manages to equalise, your players need to remain resolute. Keep
them motivated for 90 minutes and lift their spirit to beat odds in the last minute of the match, as they fight to get their winning formula back. Create your own marketing strategy or focus your tactics to improve your club’s off-the-
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What's new in Fifa 22:

New Pace Tackle animation.
New dribble animation.
Velocity following + Flowplayer improvements.
TFL marker for loose balls.
New replay camera angle
Optimized 3D match view for VFX
Improved Player Bodies based on best-in-class Motion Capture tech.
Control Improvements for more natural movement within the Action Mode.

Game Modes:

Career - Create a professional footballing journey as both a player and a manager.
Power Up the Ultimate Team game by recruiting new squad members, from 2.05 million new players.
My Club - Live out your dreams as a Manager of a football club in the Bundesliga.

Live Events:

UEFA Champions League - Receive some of the greatest young players in the world such as Kylian Mbappe (France), Lionel Messi (Argentina), and Neymar (Brazil)
UEFA Europa League - Choose from 5 live match-ups, and face off against, past winners Chelsea, Arsenal, Napoli, AS Roma, and FC Basel.
FIFA World Cup - Recruit 32 players to your squad, and uncover the best team in the world as you lead your favourite nation to the final.
UEFA Super Cup - Face off against the winners of the Champions League and Europa League
Confirmed details on FIFA World Cup Russia, which will run from 14 June 2018 to 15 July 2018. Ticket sales are expected to start in May 2018.
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EA SPORTS FIFA 19 is built on the FIFA 19 engine, the latest iteration of the franchise's award-winning engine. FIFA 19 features hundreds of new animations and over 50 real player transfers, some of which have been retooled to make soccer more exciting. EA SPORTS
FIFA 19 has evolved year-over-year since its launch and the FIFA 19 engine and gameplay continue to be optimized to produce the most authentic and robust soccer video game experience possible. Gameplay The control systems of FIFA 19 are more refined and
responsive. New controls, new animation retargeting and a new way to execute dribbles in possession all make navigating the pitch easier than ever before. In-game footage of the new FIFA 19 gameplay FIFA 19 brings three times more animations to life across the pitch
with an enhanced, accessible Career mode. Matchday AI responds more dynamically to players’ actions, taking better decisions during and at the end of matches. In-game footage of the new FIFA 19 gameplay The active and intelligent crowd can react differently
depending on how the ball moves and where it lands on the pitch. New crowd reactions, chants, speakers and decibel levels make FIFA 19 a more immersive live experience in more ways than ever before. In-game footage of the new FIFA 19 gameplay Dribbling FIFA 19’s
revised dribbling mechanics place control and use of space at the very heart of the new dribbling system. Players can now perform 360 spins and fake runs to produce more effective dribbles and move away from players when under pressure. In-game footage of the new
FIFA 19 gameplay Passing As the game world evolves, so does the passing system. Players’ success depends on their ability to find space, pass accurately, execute the correct pass, and evade or mark players. In-game footage of the new FIFA 19 gameplay Player
Intelligence In FIFA 19, players react to your actions on the pitch. When you hesitate or lose possession, they’ll accelerate to claim the ball while you’re still processing the situation. In-game footage of the new FIFA 19 gameplay Championship FIFA 19 will offer the most
extensive Championship mode of any FIFA title, bringing in-depth gameplay, comprehensive Player and Club modes, and a new and dynamic relegation system. FIFA
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System Requirements For Fifa 22:

Mac OSX 10.5.8 or later 1.4GHz Intel Processor 256MB RAM (Mac OSX 10.5 or later) Display resolution of 1280 x 1024 Screen color depth of 16-bit (24-bit is recommended) Mouse with a scroll wheel 2.0 GB Hard Disk Drive DirectX 9.0c-compatible video card with at least
256 MB of video RAM Audio card with at least 24-bit support
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